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POC testing market is growing exponentially 
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But what about the quality?  
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FDA 

Proficiency testing Adverse event  
monitoring 

Premarket 

Postmarket 

Number of samples tested insufficient 
Not field conditions 
Not patients (spiked samples) 
No ongoing surveillance for instrument  
 malfunction or reagent instability 

Medical device reporting  
 of adverse events 
No denominator, so no rates 
Not an evaluation of quality 
Passive 
 

Commutability: property of a 
material to behave like patient 
samples both within and 
between methods (i.e., free of 
matrix-effect). 



The FDA Amendments Act of 2007 
• Directed FDA to leverage existing information 

technology to develop more active postmarketing 
surveillance 

 
Would allow FDA to understand the denominator, that number 
representing all the people exposed in the system 
 
 
How can we do this with devices and measures of accuracy… 

Meaningful Use of Health IT 
 



What is the problem: lack of POC postmarketing surveillance 
 
Why important: misdiagnoses, inappropriate management 
 
How to solve it: secondary use of LIS/EHR data 



All labs with  
same poc method 

Single participant 
compared to peer group 

Non-commutable  
proficiency testing material 

POC 
method at lab 

Commutable  
patient samples 

POC 
method at lab 

Reference 
method at lab 

Method bias 
determined 

Adapted from Stavelin et al., Clin Chem 2013 

Determining POC bias from patient samples 
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Stavelin et al., Clin Chem 2013 

But it took 20 
centers of excellence 

Does the data already exist in the LIS? 
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Intensive target: 80-110 mg/dl          vs           Conventional target: 180-200 mg/dl   

34% reduction in in-hospital mortality 



Egi et al., Chest 2011 

• Control arm:   180-215 mg/dL (Leuven) vs 140-180 mg/dL (NICE-SUGAR) 
• Feeding: ~50% fewer calories in NICE-SUGAR (2400 vs 1200 kcal)  
• Leuven used central lab; NICE-SUGAR used various poc meters 



FDA released new draft guidance 

FDA responding to concern of quality of glucose meter use in ICUs 
Recent approval of the Roche meter required insert stating it has 
 “not been evaluated on critically ill patients” 
 
1) Chose much stricter prescription-use glucose meter accuracy limits going forward 

2) “Where before, the over the counter clearance allowed automatic CLIA 76 
waived categorization, FDA expects that prescription-use glucose meters will 
generally be categorized upon clearance as moderate complexity.” 
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1) Chose much stricter prescription-use glucose meter accuracy limits going forward 
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generally be categorized upon clearance as moderate complexity.” 

Are these appropriate steps? 



Query LIS for pairs of near-in-time POC and reference glucose readings 
 
Take advantage of excessive test utilization…need at least 100 pairs 
 

Opportunity for secondary use of LIS data to characterize 
POC meter accuracy 





Inclusion criteria 
 
5 min collect tim 
Reference resulted < 1 hr 
ICU patients 



Pairs of POC and reference measurements (18,877 pairs; 2009-2013) 



Routine correlation/validation studies 

Pro:  
Samples tested at the same time 
No infusions of glucose or meals occurring between measurements 
 
 
Con: 
Samples have been sitting for up to a couple hours before testing 
Only a few glucose meters are used, reducing variability 
Only a couple MTs performing tests, reducing variability 
In general, not a ‘field’ method  

Finding a gold standard for comparison 



p<0.075 

LIS data 
(18,887 points) 

Correlation data 
(144 points) 
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Tonyushkina et al., JDST 2009 

Query for tests performed near-in-time  
 to the POC/reference pair 



Estimating interference of a lab value on POC bias 
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Single variable linear regression 

Difference in bias (%) due to 95% extremes of analyte 

Red type: negative correlation 
Blue type: positive correlation 



CBC 



CMP 



Including Hgb 

CMP 



Blood gas 









Stavelin et al., 2013 

But where should the lines between categories be drawn? 
In other words…what is quality? 

Now we can make this grid… 



CDC 



• 350 samples per matrix of intended population 
• additional 50 high and low (may be contrived) 

 
• If glucose < 70 mg/dL, POC must be within 7 mg/dL 

 
• If glucose > 70 mg/dL, 99% of POC must be within 10% 
 
 

FDA draft guidance on POC glucose meters 
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iStat 

97.6% within limits 



Abbott PXP 

32% out 



CDC 



Clarke et al., Diabetes Care 1987 



> 99% in A or B 



Histogram of reference glucose values from ICUs 



Clinical decision limits in the Stanford strict glycemic control protocol 
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Misclassification of 3 or more categories 

Abbot 
pxp 

meter 

Actual data: 0.9% misclassified over 3 categories 
Of 364 hypoglycemic events by reference method: 
   117 were missed (32%) 
   2 would have been given insulin (0.5%) 
 
 



Wilinska et al., DTT 2011 

Decision analytic approach: modeling outcomes 



Utility of large-scale accuracy studies using retrospective data: 
 
1) Day to day clinical decision making 
2) Validation of poc glucose meters 
3) Postmarketing surveillance 
4) CAP proficiency testing program 

 

Next step: 
1)  Recruit ICU nursing into a quality study 

 

Next analytes: 
1) Prothrombin time 
2) Troponin 
3) Blood gas 
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“I hope you are teaching quality to your 
students…” 
 
 
 

“Quality is neither in the subject or in the object…  
It is independent of the two and is the source of 
the two.” 



2526 pairs (within 1 hr collect) 
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Ref TNI+ Ref TNI- 

POC TNI+ 

POC TNI- 

Sn = 97% Sp = 81% 

ppv = 58% 

npv = 99% 

Prev = 21% 



Insert threshold = 0.08 

Slope = 0.12  

Prev = 21%  
Slope = 0.12 = ((cFP-cTN)/(cFN-cTP))*((1-prev)/prev) 
  
((cFP-cTN)/(cFN-cTP)) = 0.12/((1-0.21)/0.21) = 0.03 
 
cFN is valued ~30 times that of cFP 
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